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			Exercise Prescription Software for
			

				 
				
						 
Physiotherapists|

 Exercise Professionals 
			SimpleSet makes the clinic (and life) so much simpler.
		
  Treat Better 
 SimpleSet is the fastest, easiest way to build gorgeous, personalized home exercise programs to maximize your patients' success.

 
						Show Me
					

 Follow-Up Smarter 
 SimpleSet tracks patient progress between appointments.  Know how your patient is feeling about their rehab before you see them again.

 
						Teach Me
					

 Chart Faster 
 No one loves charting, but with SimpleSet, charting is smooth and effortless. And SimpleSet works with every EMR - no integration required!

 
						Help Me
					




 

				 
					
							"This product meets my every need."
						

				 
				
 

				 
					
							— Jeff Begg, Physiotherapy Clinical Specialist
						

				 
				
     

 
 


 Treat Better
 Modern, clean and fast — SimpleSet's unique approach to exercise prescription is incredibly efficient.
 
	No other exercise software looks or feels like SimpleSet. Clinicians and patients love SimpleSet's friendly design.

	Everything in SimpleSet makes perfect, clinical sense.  You'll be amazed how easy it is to build and update professional exercise programs in less time.




 Follow-Up Smarter
 SimpleSet helps you understand how your patient is doing and presents it to you in an easily understandable format.
 
	With a glance at SimpleSet, you'll instantly know whether your patient is ready to be progressed at the next session.

	Collect the data you need, no more, no less.  SimpleSet finds the perfect balance, keeping you informed without overwhelming.


	Create ANY custom outcome AND automate the scoring!




 


 


 Chart Faster
 SimpleSet is Simple! Our product works seamlessly with all EMRs, no technical integrations or setup required.
 
	Record exercise programs into your post-appointment chart notes with just one click, every time.

	Simplify your charting and enjoy guaranteed peace of mind after every appointment.






 
 SimpleSet has Something for Everyone!
 Clinicians
 Whatever setting you practice in, SimpleSet helps you — and your patients — to achieve greater success.
 

 
						Learn More
					
 Patients
 SimpleSet meets patients wherever they are at in their rehab journey, and helps them to reach their next goals.
 

 
						Learn More
					
 Clinic Owners
 SimpleSet scales seamlessly to meet your staffing requirements, and makes clinical collaboration easy.
 

 
						Learn More
					


 
				Hear what our customers are saying!
			
 
 Uplift
 "[SimpleSet is] really good! Super quick to setup... Great variety of exercises... You can create and send a high quality, easily digestible program to a patient within minutes, making it a win-win-win for the patient, clinician and business owner."
 
							Read More...
						

 
 ScoliCare
 "Simpleset is really user friendly for both the practitioner and the patient. We use SimpleSet because it is super customisable and that is really important for the scoliosis specific rehabilitation that we do."
 
							Read More...
						

 
 PHIT Well
 "There is an unbeatable value for the cost of [SimpleSet].  We found the intuitive functionality [of SimpleSet] perfect for our high paced clinic, where our clinicians were able to pick up and use the programming without extensive training."
 
							Read More...
						

 
 Sports Physio YYC
 "My motto is teach a person to fish — I breed a culture of being able to maintain and help yourself through a sustainable recovery, and SimpleSet has been a huge player in this."
 
							Read More...
						

 
 Empower
 "I have been using SimpleSet [for] most of my Physiotherapy career.  We enjoy SimpleSet for the variety of exercises provided and the ease of creating Exercise Programming."
 
							Read More...
						




 
		Schedule a Demo!
	
 
		Schedule a demo and we will show you how SimpleSet can help your clinic.
		
 
  Schedule a Demo!
 
				Get Started with SimpleSet Today
			
 
							Student
						
 
 
									Health science students can use SimpleSet for free!
								


 Unlimited Access to SimpleSet's Exclusive Exercise Library
 Max 10 Programs / Day
 Outcome Measures & Tracking
 Patient Education
 Customize ALL Content
 TeleHealth
 Multiple Users
							
 Host & Share Custom Content
							
 Co-Treat Patients
							

 
									FREE
								


 Get Started
 Clinician
 
							ON SALE NOW
						
 
 
									Perfect for one person.
									40% off for a Limited Time!


 Unlimited Access to SimpleSet's Exclusive Exercise Library
 Unlimited Exercise Programs
 Outcome Measures & Tracking
 Patient Education
 Customize ALL Content
 TeleHealth
 Multiple Users
							
 Host & Share Custom Content
							
 Co-Treat Patients
							

 
											9
										

											99
										

										CAD / mo*
 
											CAD
										
 
											USD
										




 *New users only
						
 Start FREE Trial
Credit Card Required

 
							Clinic (2-15 Clinicians)
						
 
 
									Seamless collaboration for all Staff.
								


 Unlimited Access to SimpleSet's Exclusive Exercise Library
 Unlimited Exercise Programs
 Outcome Measures & Tracking
 Patient Education
 Customize ALL Content
 TeleHealth
 Multiple Users
 Host & Share Custom Content
 Co-Treat Patients

 
										9
									

										80
									

									CAD / seat / mo
 
											CAD
										
 
											USD
										




 Start FREE Trial
 
							Enterprise (>15 Clinicians)
						
 
 
									Customized to fit the needs of your organization.
								


 Unlimited Access to SimpleSet's Exclusive Exercise Library
 Unlimited Exercise Programs
 Outcome Measures & Tracking
 Patient Education
 Customize ALL Content
 TeleHealth
 Multiple Users
 Host & Share Custom Content
 Co-Treat Patients

 
									Great Deals on Volume Pricing
								


 Let's Chat!




     
 "Fantastic. Responsive to concerns. Great Canadian company. Helps they are PTs too! The ease with which you can add your own customized exercises is a pro for the PT."

  
						Simon Cooke
					
 
						Clinic Director / Physiotherapist
					



    
 "Great software!  My clients appreciate the larger print, easy to follow directions and clear pictures / videos... I highly recommend SimpleSet, you will not regret it!"

  
						Gina Sider
					
 
						Registered Kinesiologist
					



    
 "Great! SimpleSet has so many exercises to choose from and it is easy to create your own. Yoga, kettlebells, pediatric, perinatal, exercises specific for amputees, the list is endless!"

  
						Juliet Sarjeant
					
 
						Clinic Owner / Physiotherapist
					



    
 "There is an unbeatable value for the cost of [SimpleSet].  [SimpleSet is] perfect for our high paced clinic."

  
						Kim Caspare
					
 
						Co-Founder, President of Physical Therapy and Wellness Operations
					



    
 "Really good!  Super quick to setup...  Great variety of exercises.  Ability to easily add new exercises in that aren't already part of the library."

  
						Jason Korotkich
					
 
						Clinic Director / Accredited Exercise Physiologist
					



    
 "Have been using [SimpleSet] for 7+ years, and it fits my small business needs. Easy to use with client friendly instructions. Would recommend wholeheartedly to any PT practice!"

  
						Alex Phung
					
 
						Physiotherapist
					



    
 "Most adaptive clinical exercise program yet. Easy to use, much more user friendly than any programs I've used before."

  
						Nellie Dow
					
 
						Physiotherapist
					



    
 "Great Resource!  Clear pictures with great descriptions...  Various print options are helpful...  "Draft" mode has saved me on a number of occasions when I started a set and forgot to save."

  
						Jennifer Halfin
					
 
						Clinic Owner / Physiotherapist
					



    
 "Thank you SimpleSet!  We love how adaptable the software is, and the ability to add our own photos and exercises and share them across our team."

  
						Carly Waring
					
 
						Director of Operations Kids Physio Group
					



    
 "My motto is teach a person to fish — I breed a culture of being able to maintain and help yourself through a sustainable recovery, and SimpleSet has been a huge player in this."

  
						Erica Holmes
					
 
						Physiotherapist
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Read more SimpleSet reviews on Capterra!
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